Presenting works created, produced or directed by women videotape makers.

**Women's Video Festival**
*Sept. 14th thru Sept. 30th*

**Thurs**
*Sept. 14, 21, 28, 8:00 PM*
*LET IT BE* (The Vasulkas)

**Friday**
*Sept. 15, 22, 29, 8:00 PM*
PORTRAIT OF CHARLOTTE MOORMAN (Jackie Cassen)
THE WORST IS OVER LUNAR LIGHT
MAE WEST & AMELIA EARTH SPEAK (Darcy Umsatder)
THE RAPE TAPE (Under One Roof Video)

**Saturday**
*Sept. 16, 23, 30, 8:00 PM*
TRANSEXUALS (Susan Milano, Elyshia Pass, et al.)
MONDUCIVITANO MISSION OF PEACE TO CUBA (Keiko Tsuno)
TWO VIDEOPOEMS (Keiko Tsuno & Yoko Maruyama)
FIRE! (Yoko Maruyama)
TATTOO (Susan Milano)
JOA: IMPASSE OF THE INFIDELITY (Shigeko Kubota)
EX-ATTICA CONVERSATIONS (Ann Arlen)

**Sunday**
*Sept. 17, 24, 6:00 PM*
LET IT BE (The Vasulkas)
MILLVILLE BI-CENTENNIAL PARADE (Lynda Rodolitz)
EEYORE'S BIRTHDAY (West Side Women's Video Coll.)
WOMEN ON SEX: A CONVERSATION (Women's Video Coll.)
SELF DEFENSE (Janice Carrick)
STELLIUM (Nancy Levco and Merry Heim)

**Monday**
*Sept. 18, 25, 7:00 PM*
ANOTHER LOOK AT THE MIAMI CONVENTION: a work in progress (Women's Video News Service)
WOMEN AND THE FLAG (Jackie Skiles)
PERSONALITY (Tia Castner)
CENTRAL PARK (Jennifer Sloan)
CAPE MAY COMPOSITE (Maxi Cohen)
NIXON (The Vasulkas)
PRINTMAKING WORKSHOP (Jo Butler)

**Tuesday**
*Sept. 19, 26, 8:30 PM*
CYCLES (Elsa T-mbellini & Judith Scott)
A Live Dance/Video Event

**Wednesday**
*Sept. 20, 27, 8:00 PM*
OPEN SCREENING OF VIDEOTAPES (Free)
ADMISSION BY CONTRIBUTION

**The Kitchen**
240 Mercer St.

*Prize winner, First National Video Festival, Minneapolis, Minn. 1972*

KITCHEN directors: Shridhar Bapat, Rhys Chatham, Dimitri Devyatkin, Michael Tschudin, Steina and Woody Vasulka.

Festival Co-Ordinator: Susan Milano
with Shridhar Bapat
Laura Kassos
Rochelle Steiner

475-9865

Presentation of these programs is supported by the N.Y. State Council on the Arts.